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Mission:
To transform health 
care delivery to reach 
everyone.



Our Approach

An Initiative to “Transition Well”

Our Goals
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Getting 
started, 

gathering 
Insights

Informant 
summary, 

early 
influence

Journey Tool 
creation & 

launch

Sharing lessons, 
building the 

case

“After this event, I'm realizing we should reexamine how 
we're bringing in the voice of the government in the 
countries we work in. I'd like to do better at capturing the 
demand and country-specific context since that will be 
critical in how we shape our next steps.” 

SEPT

Network interest continued to grow over time to 388 subscribers 

Global Wa & Skoll 

Q4

Promote & 
encourage 

use of 
Journey Tool

Q1

Increase 
African 

Partners & 
Voices 





https://thesocialpresskit.com/learningnetwork

Direct 
Downloads

Three 
partners + 
govt, 
funders

Social Media Engagement

https://www.ashoka.org/el/working-with-
government

• USAID 
Mozambique 
Workshop

• Liberia Global 
Fund  

Mindset Shift 
Workshops

External Networks 

Direct Funder 
Engagement

550 unique 
Downloads



“…it really outlines an 
approach to building country 
ownership and sustainability.”
Anne Cronin, Partner 
Engagement, Gavi

“It honestly could not have come 
at a better time. Just earlier today 
we had an org. wide conversation 
on ‘Decolonizing Development’ 
and I see so many of those 
concepts reflected in this tool.”
Taylor Mann, The END Fund

“... I haven’t seen anything else 
like that for this type of work 
and think it adds tremendous 
value.”
Kim Bardy Langsam, CASE at 
Duke University

“I’m very excited to have this to 
guide innovators and other 
partners we work with towards 
longer term sustainability.”
Karlee Silver, CEO, Grand 
Challenges Canada 

“I am sharing this tool as part of the documents for the 
creation of the Uganda's National Innovation Cluster 
Program.” 
Patrick Mugisha, Ministry of Science & Technology, Uganda 

“We internally found the tool helpful to discuss how 
we are transitioning not just schools into the local 
authority system, but how we are transitioning our 
overall methodology and practices into an 
increasingly robust local education sector.” 
Tim Howarth, United World Schools 

“I find your Journey to Scale with 
Government Tool very interesting… 
I need to learn from you about 
your experiences.”
Jack Sim, World Toilet Organization



What we are 
looking for 



https://skoll.org/skoll-world-forum/2021-virtual-forum-sessions/



Root Causes:

• Governments and 
communities are not 
involved in the onset in 
the design, 
implementation and 
overall vision for 
solving a particular 
challenge 

• Practices, funding and 
timeline required for 
integrating health 
solutions in the public 
sector do not align 
with government 
processes, cycles and 
systems  

• Lack of alignment 
among core 
stakeholders about 
what it takes to create 
sustainable health 
systems

ImpactShort-term Outcomes Approach Long-term Outcomes
(o ccurring outside timeline of  LN) 

• Continued interest in and need for this work given COVID-19
• One or more SSA-based organizations interested in supporting  the Learning Network 
• ”Teams” of government, funder, and social impact partners are willing to join a cohort about scaling up with government

• Changing funder behavior will lead to a significantly improved environment for social impact organizations and governments to achieve successful 
adoption and sustained impact at scale

Assumptions:

Outputs

Problem: 

Many solutions are not 
created, implemented 

and/or transitioned in a 
way that enables their 

impact to be  sustained at 
scale)

Establish a Learning 
Network to support 
governments, orgs and 
funders to reach 
sustained impact at 
scale with government 
ownership, specifically: 
- Sourcing, co-

creating, and sharing 
tools, methods, and 
best practices 

- Facilitating a cohort 
of teams to apply 
tools and approach 
and share back 
learnings 

- Advocating to 
funders both 
opportunistically 
and through existing 
funder networks and 
coalitions

Tools, methods, and 
best practices co-
created and shared by 
governments, funders, 
and orgs

Social impact 
organizations apply 
tools, methods, and best 

practices with 
government 
counterparts

Sustained impact 
through government 
ownership 
demonstrated (by 
cross-stakeholder 
teams) 

Funding approaches 
changed more broadly 
within development, 
particularly large multi-
lateral funders 

Tools and power-
sharing, systematic 
approach tested in 
implementation by a 
set of cross-
stakeholder teams 

Funding approaches (i.e. 
RFPs) changed and 
appropriate expectations 
demonstrated by select 
group of funders

Principles, practices, 
and approach reflected 
in agendas of other 
funder 
coalition/network(s)

Barriers, principles, and 
practices among 
governments, funders 
and orgs identified and 
shared  

Government voices 
heard and respected

Cross-stakeholder teams 
deeply understand and 
champion power-
sharing, systematic 
approach

Power-sharing 
approach enables 
governments to drive 
and own the solutions 
that support their 
priorities and systems

Sustained 
solutions to 

improve 
people 

centered 
health systems 

that are 
responsive and 
provide quality 
health care to 

all



Thank you
Questions?


